Rudi Wairata
Real Name:	Diederich Gijsbrecht Christo Wairata
Profile:	Moluccan artist, born in Ternate on December 25, 1929. He started at a young age as a Hawaiian guitar player. In 1951 he moved to Holland on a scholarship and started his own band "Mena Moeria Minstrels". Because of disagreements he leaves this band and forms a new band using the names "Rudi Wairata & The Hawaiian Minstrels" and "Rudi Wairata & The Serenaders". In 1959 and 1960 he was part of the band "De Kilima Hawaiians" as a steel guitar player. In the 1960s and 1970s he continued his musical career, but mostly in Germany.
The artist has passed away in Rotterdam on July 15, 1981.

WAlRATA. RUDI. 
Steel guitarist and bandleader. B. island of Ternate, Indonesia, Dec. 25, 1932.
	P. Andy Egbert Wairata and Antoinetta Meulenaar. Edc. high school. 
	Learned to play steel guitar at early age. Moved to Java with his family at age 5. 
Continued his steel guitar study while going to school. Organized Raindrops, 
(a vocal quartet) and broadcast on Radio Jakarta with the Jos Cleber Orchestra (1949). Won musical scholarship to Europe (1950). Arrived in Holland and toured the country for four months (1950). 
Formed Mena Muria Minstrels (1951). Won first prize in national music competition (1953)
Won first prize in national musie competitions (1953). Toured US military bases in Germany (1954). Recorded Indonesian musie under the name of Amboina Serenaders (1956). Joined the Kilima Hawaiians in 1960, but left in January 1962. Returned to Holland (1974) and formed a new group: the New Polynesians. 

To Hawaiian musie lovers in Europe the name Rudi Wairata has for many years been synonymous with the very best in the field of steel guitar. He enjoys a tremendous reputation in the worldwide Hawaiian music scene, although he is little known in Hawai'i. Wairata is one of several fine Indonesian Hawaiian music artists who left Indonesia and now reside abroad, mainly in Holland. 
From an early age he taught himself the steel guitar, learning from records of such artists as Sol Hoopii and Andy Iona. When he was 5 years old, his family moved to Java just before the Japanese occupation of Indonesia. Although the occupation and postwar revolutionary years were difficult for budding musicians, he worked hard to develop his steel guitar style. He learned from other Hawaiian music artists in Jakarta at the time, such as Willy Pesik, George de Fretes, Etok Latumeten, and Joost Aipasa.  By the time he was 18 years aId, Wairata had organized his first group, the Raindrops. In 1949, the group broadcast weekly on Radio Jakarta with the Jos Cleber Orchestra, and the following year he won a music scholarship to Europe from the government of East Indonesia. He was one of the first Indonesian Hawaiian musicians so honored. He chose to go to Holland, where many other Indonesians had gone, and on arrival there was immediately offered a four-month tour of the country as a Hawaiian music artist. 

In March 1951, Wairata formed his Mena Muria Minstrels and subsequently entered a national competition for Hawaiian musical groups. They won first prize and thereby were featured on radio broadcasts and obtained a recording contract with Omega Records in May 1953. In September 1954, he took his band on a tour of American military bases in Germany; in October of the following year he was contracted to record Indonesian musie under the name of the Amboina Serenaders. Some of these recordings include "Potong Padi," "Goodbye to You," "Sarinandé," "Tanasé," "Ajo-Mana," and "Gorogoro Né." These recordings had a tremendous impact on Dutch steel guitarists at that time and set a trend in playing which is still very evident today. Wairata also had a first-class vocal lineup, including the popular Joyce Aubrey and the falsetto voiee of Ming Luhulima. 
In the late 1950s Wairata joined the well-known Kilima Hawaiians, led by Bill and Mary Buysman, and made a successful tour of American service bases in Germany. After the tour, he left the group and decided to remain in Germany. Buysman has described Wairata as "incredible" and "the world's best steel guitar player." 
During the next few years Wairata continued to work in Germany both as a solo artist and in a double act with his wife. He performed throughout the country for both German civilian and American military audiences. During this time he produced three LPs with the Moana Quartet. These recordings, done on the Ariola label, included such songs as "Blue Hawai'i," "Tomi Tomi," "Na Ka Mauna Kea," "Maui No Laka [sic] Oi," and "On the Beach at Waikïki."
 
In 1974 Wairata returned to Holland and formed a new recording group, the New Polynesians, consisting of Bill Thoma, Jack Salakory, Dave Nanuru, and John Jordan. Their first LP was issued in 1975 by Delta Records and featured his steel playing on such songs as "Sing Me a Song of the Islands," "Sleepy Lagoon," and "Swinging Steel Guitar." This recording shows Wairata had lost none of his amazing technique and exuberant, clear tone. He is perhaps the greatest exponent of what might be termed singlestring syncopated staccato on the steel. His tremendously fast and intricate fingering or picking, and his ability to move from one octave to another with triple picking on open or barred strings with fantastic ease, have amazed even his professional colleagues. 
His style is perhaps somewhat dated by today's standards and is reminiscent of the stylings of the 1940s and 1950s. Wairata's style reminds one of Dick McIntire, whose original 78-rpm Decca recording of "Hilo March" (now a classic) has the same finesse. There are certainly similarities with his first tutor via records, Sol Hoopii, a fact which Wairata readily acknowledges. 
The slow sweet melodic hulas do not seem to be his forte, however. His instrument does not sound as mellow or as full-bodied as that of David "Feet" Rogers, the contemporary Hawaiian steel guitar artist. Nor does he seem to have the intricate fill-ins or billowing flourishes of Jerry Byrd. 
Rudi Wairata's powerful, inimitable style must rank him as one of the foremost steel guitarists in the world, although so far he has been known mainly in Europe. ironically, despite his Indonesian origins, he is not well known in his homeland. Although his impact has been confined largely to Holland and Europe, Hawaiian musie fans in Canada and Ameriea now have a chance to sample same of the "Mena Muria" titles which have been made available on Maple (MA 1003). 
George S. Kanahele (Hawaiian Music and Musicians) University press of Hawaii Honolulu 1979..

THIS WAS WRITTEN 1979 since then Rudy Died and was never seen at any of the American conventions and Steel Guitar events.. He WAS invited to appear at the Aloha International one but died prior to the event..

He is NOT in the Steel Guitar Hall of Fame or the Hawaiian Music Hall of Fame < http://www.hawaiimusicmuseum.org/honorees/honorees.html >
----------------------------------------------------------

TIMELINE taken from http://www.pmouse.nl/wairata/ and translated via 'Google'


*RUDI WAIRATA* *
Rudi Wairata 1929-1981

**The Mena Moeria Minstrels - The Amboina Serenaders*
biography
*1929* 	
 Diederich Gijsbrecht Christo 'Rudi' Wairata on December 25, 1929 born in Ternate
(Halmaheira island in the Moluccan archipelago ), the son of Andries Egbert
Wairata and Cornelia Anthoinetta Meule To.
Father Wairata leads a choir and his oldest brother plays
in a hawaiian band.

*1939* 	
On his tenth birthday Rudi gets a hawaiian
record, *Sol Hoopii* and also one of *Andy Iona.*

*1940* 	
Rudi converts a ukulele to a hawaiian guitar and performs using a
pencil.
The family Wairata has moved to Djokja and his father sends him to piano lessons.

 *1942* 	

As a twelve year old Rudi replaces his brother during a performance for Radio  VERAL. It is a
successful action and Rudi is now playing the hawaiian guitar in the ensemble. 
His brother switches to guitar.

*1943* *1943*

*1950* *1950*
 Rudi is common at weddings and parties.  Together
with other *Ruben Rumahlewang* he plays in the ensemble * Mena Moeria*
(an old battle cry, literally /menagement = = moeria and rear)/ in
Jogjakarta and Batavia. Rudi also met *George de Fretes* and had lessons from him.

 The group is regularly heard by /NIROM/ (English
Indian Radio Broadcasting)

*1951* *1951* 	

 Father Wairata has a scholarship to study music for his son Rudi at the /Royal
Conservatory/ in Den Haag regularly.

 His uncle living in the
Netherlands took him almost directly in the Netherlands to start a
hawaiian band. That the *Mena
Moeria Minstrels.* On October 16, 1951 they
won the preliminary round of the Competition Sahin (Sahin /Foundation/
for /Hawaiian Amateur ensembles in the Netherlands)/ in Amsterdam.
Wairata, Ming Luhulima, Charlie Kuipers, Pariury* and *Patty.* The finale on 15 December
1951in the hall of the /cut flowers/ in Honselersdijk /Auction/ they won
with flying colors.

*1952* *1952* 	

 Singer *Aubrey Joyce,* the former wife of *George de Fretes,*
quit after coming to the Netherlands at *The Mena Moeria Minstrels.
Sahanaya Joop,* a nephew of Wairata Rudi is playing guitar in the ensemble.

The group
has a lot of success with huladanseressen in their show.

*1953* *1953* 	

*The Mena Moeria
Minstrels* get a record contract with record company /Dureco NV/ (Dutch
Record Company).  On Monday, Feb 2, 1953
(the day after the /flood disaster),/ the first recordings made in
studio located in the /Bavo House/ in Amsterdam-Oost. 
Their 78-rpm records to be released on the /Omega/ label.
*Guus Jansen* their label manager.

The Mena Moeria Minstrels
THE MENA MOERIA MINSTRELS THE MENA MOERIA Minstrels
vlnr: Jack Salakory - Rudi Wairata - Joyce Aubrey - Ming Luhulima - Joop
Sahanaya From left to right: Jack Salakory - Rudi Wairata - Joyce Aubrey
- Ming Luhulima - Joop Sahanaya

. Especially for /krontjong/ repertoire and interpreting of
Moluccan and Indian songs will the group under the name *The Amboina
Seranaders.*  At the /RCA/ label (then
represented by /Dureco/ - they put the first record of *Elvis Presley*
in the Netherlands on the market) are the images of Amboina Serena
Suppose given. *Peter Bronkhorst* is the label manager. The studio is a
vibraphonist added to the occupation.

*1954* *1954* 	




 *1955* 	

The Mena Moeria Minstrels
THE MENA MOERIA MINSTRELS - 1e EP op Omega 145.506 THE MENA MOERIA
Minstrel - 1st EP on Omega 145506

*1956* *1956* 	*The Amboina Serenaders* 
scored a big hit with /I Want coconut milk with sugar,/ by the Dutch
composer and poet *Pierre Wine Nobel* text is written. *Joyce Aubrey* en *Lou Lima* (= Ming Luhulima)
With excellent vocals by *Joyce* and *Lou Aubrey Lima* (= Ming Luhulima)

1957

Rudi Wairata and Mena Moeria
Minstrels take a very successful version of *Moon Mullican's* hit
/Honolulu Rock-A Roll-A./ A mix of hawaiian music with rock-'n-roll.

*1957* *1957* There is disagreement
in the group. Rudi Wairata leave the
group.  . He created a new formation for the RCA
record label (now Inelco) under the name *Rudi Wairata & The Hawaiian Minstrels* en
*Rudi Wairata & The Serenaders*

-
*Luhulima Ming* is the new leader of The Mena
Moeria Minstrels - The Amboina Serenaders. 


*The Hawaiian Minstrels* the song /Rock And Roll And Breezes/ (RCA) on.
It is regarded by some as the first ever Indo-Rock recording. . The music is Wairata itself and the text is written
and sung by *Charlie Kuipers.*

The Mena Moeria Minstrels - The Amboina Serena led Suppose Ming Luhulima
THE MENA MOERIA MINSTRELS - THE AMBOINA SERENADERS olv Ming Luhulima THE
MENA MOERIA Minstrels - THE SERENA Amboina RS led Ming Luhulima
vlnr: Joop Sahanaya - steeler? From left to right: Joop Sahanaya -
steeler? - Jack Salakory - Joyce Aubrey - Ming Luhulima - Jack Salakory
- Joyce Aubrey - Ming Luhulima

*1958* *1958* 	
Rudi Wairata with a hawaiian band in Belgium. . During the /Expo'58 World Exhibition/ in Brussels he
plays in the /Hawaiian Village/ (part of the park) with *Mike Anoi
(Guus' brother 'Arends).* . If break-act play *The Tielman Brothers* at the /Hawaiian
Village/ with their whirlwind rock-'n-roll show in the viewer.. During a major fire to their instruments, but also that of Rudi Wairata lost.

The Mena Moeria Minstrels - The Amboina Serenaders vallen uiteen nadat
*Joyce Aubrey* in de zomer van 1958 zich aansluit bij *The Royal
Hawaiian Minstrels - Suara Istana* olv haar ex- echtgenoot *George de
Fretes* . The Mena Moeria Minstrels - The Serena Amboina club cover
after *Joyce Aubrey* in the summer of 1958, joins *The Royal Hawaiian
Minstrels - Suara Istana* led her ex-husband *George de Fretes.* Hij is
als verstekeling aan boord van de /Johan Barneveldt/ naar Nederland
gekomen. He is a stowaway aboard the /Johan Barneveldt/ come to the
Netherlands.

*Ming Luhulima* richt zijn eigen krontjong-ensemble *Pantja Warna* op.
*Ming Luhulima* address its own krontjong ensemble *Pantja Warna* on.

*1959* *1959* 	
Rudi is steelgitaar play in *Kilima Hawaiian.*  This has left their
*brother Arends* steeler *Theo Ehrlicher* during a brief period
followed, but that is not success. 
Even before Rudi is also * George de Fretes* was asked whether he wants
to Kilima Hawaiian play.  He is not on
the request.

The Kilima Hawaiian with Rudi Wairata
THE KILIMA HAWAIIANS met RUDI WAIRATA THE HAWAIIAN Kilima with RUDI WAIRATA

Bill Kilima and his Cowboys
BILL  KILIMA AND HIS COWBOYS met RUDI WAIRATA BILL AND HIS COWBOYS
Kilima with RUDI WAIRATA

*1960* *1960* 	

 The magazine /Romance/ brings a special EP *& Rudi
Wairata The Kilima Hawaiian* o This is a very swinging and rocking version of /Steel
Guitar Rag Steel Guitar Rock/ as to listen.

Rudi Wairata & The Kilima Hawaiian
DE KILIMA HAWAIIANS - ROMANCE EP THE HAWAIIAN Kilima - ROMANCE EP
vlnr: Wim van Herpen - Rudi Wairata - Mary Buysman - Bill Buysman From
left to right: Wim van Herpen - Rudi Wairata - Mary Buysman - Bill Buysman

During a tour of the Kilima
Hawaiian Wairata remains behind in Germany and the Americans play.

*1961* *1961*

*1969* *1969*

 The golden years of
the hawaiian music are over.  The interesting work in big shows is always less. Only in the entertainment sector in the trade
is still something to earn. Rudi is also active on cruise ships. In
Wiesbaden he still runs a theater while a desk and every now and then
Rudi Wairata will have the opportunity to LP as well.  International Rudi presents itself
now as Rudy. 
*Roy Moana* Furthermore, he also artiestennamen as *Sam* and *Roy letto
Moana*

In the period 1962-1963 is Rudi Wairata in
Germany a number of plates for the 777 label. * . His begeleidingsgroep than the
name *The Boys Hawaiian.*. In 1966 he reported in Germany with *The Waikiki Islanders,* he played a
pedal steelgitaar.

*1970* *1970*

*1980* *1980*

	 Rudi, the
group *Wairata Rudy & The Oriental Four*  He still plays regularly in Germany.
. The group also appears on an LP MFP (EMI)
under the title /The Magic Of The Orient./ Rudi on the album including a
cover of /Once/ by *The Hurricane Rollers,* the first ever Indo-rock
composition from 1959 *Rob Boekholt* included.

In the middle of the seventies Rudi is
active in the group *Suara Nusantara,* also known under the name *The
Nusantara Serenaders with* fines *Manu Hutu, David Nanuru* and singer
*Liszy.* From this ensemble appears in a 1976 LP on EMI and also an
album by Rudi steeler with *Frans van Oirschot.* 
The Tilburger Van Oirschot has ever started in 1948 with his own
ensembles hawaiian *Aloma The Hawaiian, The Malua Hawaiian* and *The
Honolulu Strings* (1950).

 Historically, the meeting called in 1978
between *George de Fretes* and Rudi Wairata  in the attic (if equipped
hawaiian music museum) *Gerard Dillen* in Haarlem.  Dillen in 1959 the
/International Fanclub Hawaii Calls/ established.  He gave
the monthly /Sound of Hawaii/ and hawaiian organized shows.

. Under the name *Roy Moana* is an LP
released in 1978 on BIP / Dureco, entitled /Good Old Hawaii./  In the
occupation play *Gout Victor* (guitar), *Mieke Gout* (ukelele), *Henk
Hensing* (bass), *Andre Spin* (drums) and *Ronnie Watti* (vocals)

*Rudy Wairata & his New Polynesian* is probably the very
formation of a Rudi LP /(It's Aloha Time)/ to record for the Delta label.

*1981*  Rudi Wairata died on July 15, 1981 in
Rotterdam, he was only 51 years old.
 
(p) Piet Muys (June 2006) mail
<mailto:pmouse1@home.nl>

     Special thanks go to:
      /Riny Bade/
      /Hans de Raaij/ /
      /Peter Riethof ‚Ä†/ /
      /Bert Bossink/ 

    *  Sources:
      /Boek Haring & Hawaii (Lutgard Mutsaers 1992)/ /Book Herring &
      Hawaii (Lutgard Mutsaers 1992)/ /
      / /Rudy Wairata is still tickling the strings (Moesson 15-10-1980,
      Ralph Boekholt)/

	



	

